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was covered up and the time of the year was the hottest. Even in the lock-up
he had handcuffs and for a month he was not permitted to have a change of
clothes. At Mahoba he was made to walk handcuffed 6 miles in the sun to the
court house. Ultimately as no evidence of any kind could possibly be raised
against him, he was let out on bail of Rs. 200. The treatment accorded to Gokul
Das shows what prefectly innocent persons have to face if any police officer has
the faintest suspicion about them,
The following bulletin was issued by the All India Congress Committee on the
27th November : —
A recent pronouncement by the Viceroy > on behalf of the British Government, sug-
gesting a conference between representatives of the Indian people, the Indian States
and the British Government, has attracted considerable attention. A meeting of
prominent Congressmen and leaders of other political parties held in Delhi on
November ist and 2nd issued a manifesto in which it was stated that they would be
prepared to co-operate but that certain conditions were vital and must be fulfilled.
Four conditions were mentioned :
 1.	All discussions at the proposed conference to be on the basis of full dominion
status for India,
 2.	There should be a prominent representation of Congressmen at the con-
ference.
 3.	A general amnesty of political prisoners.
4- The Government of India to be carried on from now onwards, as far as is pos-
sible under existing conditions, on the lines of a dominion government.
None of these conditions have so far been fulfilled and references in Parliament and
elsewhere indicate that there is no chance of their being fulfilled. The Working
Committee at its meeting on November i8th however confirmed the Delhi ^ Manifesto
and in deference to the opinion of leaders of other political parties decided to test
tlie bow $$e$ of the British Government by keeping their offer open till the Congress
meets in Lahore. The Committee was however careful to point out that its action
was for this limited period only. In the ordinary course, if nothing intervenes, the
Calcutta resolution of the Congress will take effect at the Lahore Sessions of the
.~ Instead of an amnesty, fresh arrests and prosecutions continue and  the  treatment
~~*:*C9i prisoners has been highly unsatisfactory, in 'spite of the assurances given
government.   The  Kakori prisoners in  the  B-ireilly Jail suspended  their
strifee ia compliance with the resolution of the A.  I.  C.  C.   They were how-
^evey actually punished in a variety of ways for having gone on a hunger-strike.
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fhe wfeot& country has been shocked by the extraordinary and barbarous treat-
'f fee* police of under-trial prisoners in the Lahore conspiracy  case.   One of the
s a£parep$y irritated at a statement of the. approver and in a fit of temper
r at Mm*   AH the other accused dissociated themselves from, this act
regret to the court.   In spite of this however the accused were stated
tteen beaten mercilessly by the police and all manner of unmentionable
es; we*r& ^ alleged.   They were brought handcuffed to court and most   of them
sfedfealfy carried in oodily.   Even in open court they were kicked and maltreated
ami then? protests were not heeded or noted.   As both their hands were
they could not write or take notes of the proceedings.   The press and
exclide^ from the court-roam and a full  report is not available of
even tiae reports of the earlier stages that have   appeared in the
the country.
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thrown the slipper was sentenced in jail. The other accused
t in and outside court, are going to be tried for disobe-
ofojected to putting on handcuffs.
was reduced in appeal to the Lahore High Court to
"" Me has been discharged,
oiences are :
Barrackpore Congress Committee Sec.

